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Impact of Planar Microcavity Effects on
Light Extraction—Part II: Selected Exact
Simulations and Role of Photon Recycling
H. Benisty, H. De Neve, and C. Weisbuch

Abstract—In this paper we use an exact calculation of dipole
emission modifications in an arbitrary multilayer structure to obtain the extraction efficiency from realistic planar microcavities.
Additional insights gained through this exact approach compared
to the simplified one of Part I of this paper are first discussed in
the case of a dielectric slab. We next optimize for the extraction
purpose asymmetric cavities bounded by metal on one side and
dielectric mirrors on the output side for any pair of material
indices in a broad range (n = 1.4–4). The decrease of extraction
when taking into account relative linewidths of the source of a
few percent is shown to be moderate, allowing the large enhancements of monochromatic light to be maintained in many useful
cases. The fractions of power emitted into guided modes, leaky
modes, etc., are detailed. The beneficial role of possible photon
recycling (reabsorption of emitted photons by the active layer) on
extraction efficiency is evaluated using the fractions of power in
guided and leaky modes. Extraction efficiencies in the 50% range
are predicted for optimized, hybrid, planar metal–semiconductor
structures for a wide range of active materials and wavelengths.
We show that exact calculations justify the simple model used
in Part I evaluating the extraction efficiency of a microcavitybased light-emitting diode as 1=mc where mc is the effective
cavity order.
Index Terms— Cavities, distributed feedback devices, Fabry–
Perot resonators, light-emitting diodes, light sources, microcavities, semiconductor device modeling.

I. ADDITIONAL INSIGHT FROM THE EXACT APPROACH

I

N PART I [1], we used a scalar model and made a number
of simplifying assumptions in order to clarify the main
trends of light extraction from microcavities in high-index
emitting materials. We showed why, through the number of
competing Fabry–Perot (FP) modes, a small cavity order was
essential to obtain sizable extraction enhancement. The main
analytical results in this respect are the following: [1, eq.
(8)] defines a microcavity regime with a “threshold” cavity
for which a single mode is extracted as
.
order
is given by
The limit extraction in this regime as
[1, eq. (7)], and [1, eq. (15)] gives the modest top mirror
reflectivity for which one obtains most of this extraction:
. These basic equations are translated to
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distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR’s) by [1, eqs. (23)–(26),
(28)] while [1, eqs. (30), (31)] apply to the case of a different
aperture requirement, e.g., for coupling to fibers.
The price paid for this simplicity was to drop polarization
effects, to consider reflectivity as a constant independent
of wavelength and angle, to use at best piecewise constant
reflectivities to depict DBR stopbands, to take isotropic sources
instead of electric dipoles, and to put aside antinode factors.
We turn here to rigorous calculations of more realistic
structures. The large number of parameters of any actual microcavity emitter structure (many frequency-dependent complex indices and thicknesses, antireflection coating, natural
spectrum versus injection level, etc., precludes exhaustive
studies (for a discussion of these issues in no-cavity lightemitting diodes (LED’s), see, e.g., [2], [3]). However, we
found that by choosing a structure for which optimization still
preserves some versatility of performances, we could define a
useful starting point to carry on selected parametric studies that
bring much additional insight over the analytical approach.
We briefly discuss in Section II-A a rigorous model based
on the late 1970’s work by Lukosz and others [4]–[6] that
gives the output power radiated by electric dipoles of arbitrary
orientations for each of the two polarizations (TE) and
(TM) [7]. In Section II-B, we first apply this model to extraction of -polarized (TE) light from a mere plane homogeneous
3. In particular, we illustrate through
slab of high index
this exact approach concepts relevant to the balance between
power emitted in guided modes versus power in outside modes.
We turn in Section II-C to general results (scaling issues)
for a typical asymmetric microcavity configuration analogous
to [8], [9] generalized by allowing for any pair of realistic
material indices for the two materials taken to form the DBR
mirrors and the cavity. In Section II-D, we first study how
monochromatic extraction efficiency evolves upon detuning
off the optimal wavelength. We next calculate extraction
efficiency as a function of the source natural linewidth, which
applies to the situation of many actual devices.
Section III is devoted to the welcome benefits of the
photon recycling mechanism possibly existing in many devices
[10]–[13]. This mechanism rests on reabsorption of light
emitted by the active region, of interest for light emitted into
modes other than outside modes (guided or leaky modes).
The possibility of successive cycles of emission absorption
increases the probability for energy to be eventually radiated
outside, which means, in other words, increasing the device
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overall electrooptic conversion coefficient over the simple
product of internal quantum efficiency by extraction efficiency
[11], [13], [14]. It is a welcome effect in any emitter, provided internal quantum efficiency is sufficient to sustain as
many emission-absorption cycles as needed. We show here
that, due to their superior intrinsic extraction performance
when compared to bare structures, microcavities feature a
sizeable improvement with much less demand on internal
efficiencies, namely not beyond currently existing levels in
industrially grown materials. Section III-C finally focuses on
results for specific existing and future LED material systems
among III–V’s [15]–[29] and II–VI’s [30]–[33]. In many cases,
extraction efficiencies of the order of 50% seems possible.
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II. EXACT EXTRACTION FROM REALISTIC
MICROCAVITIES WITHOUT PHOTON RECYCLING
A. Exact Emission Pattern and Power Calculations
We apply in this paper an exact model of dipole emission in
a multilayer detailed elsewhere [7] to situations with realistic
reflectors and sources. This model partly relies on a classical
transfer-matrix description and gives results identical to other
approaches [34]–[36] based, e.g., on dipole coupling to externally impinging modes. Its originality lies in the direct use
into the transfer-matrix formalism of additive source terms for
of electric field [4]–[6],
each in-plane Fourier component
even those corresponding to waves evanescent in the source
layer. This circumvents the explicit description of dipoles nearfield [37] and captures only the resulting far-field emission
pattern. It also offers the opportunity to quantify emission
in guided and leaky modes and environment-induced lifetime
modifications.
We first depict the case of -polarized emission of a hori3 slab, where we enlighten specific
zontal dipole in a mere
contributions of the exact approach and gain insight on guided
mode behavior. This is a useful example where we purposely
restrict to a specific dipole orientation and a single polarization.
The reason is that further calculations which include all cavity
parameters, polarizations, etc., do not lend themselves to this
heuristic point of view. We next turn to the main purpose
of this section, asymmetric DBR/cavity/metal structures akin
to microcavity LED devices [8], [9], [36], where we explore
scaling issues with the combined benefit from the approximate
and exact aproach: for these asymmetric cavities, we examine
how results from the (InGaAl)As testbed system [8], [9] may
be extrapolated to any practical pair of DBR indices. We also
detail the influence of natural linewidth. Results reported in
this part are intended as guidelines. They are not meant to
account for all details of real systems such as exact injectiondependent lineshape of LED’s [8], optical constant dispersion,
thermal effects, epoxy packaging, etc. [38], that are tasks
of device implementation, although their influence may be
approached using the concepts outlined in [1].
B. The

Slab

and thickness
We start with a mere slab of index
surrounded by vacuum and vary its optical thickness
to scan

Fig. 1. (a) Power extracted and guided into s-waves (TE) from centered
horizontal dipoles in an n 3 slab depicted in the inset below as a function
of its reduced optical thickness. Total power accounts for lifetime effects. (b)
Extraction efficiency  = Po =(Po + Pg ).

=

through mode cutoffs and cavity orders [39]. In order to retain
a heuristic viewpoint, we restrict ourselves to monochromatic
- polarized emission of a centered horizontal
dipole sheet
(inset of Fig. 1) because: 1) its emission pattern is isotropic
(see [7]); 2) Fresnel reflection coefficients gently increase
from 25% to 100% from normal to grazing incidence, unlike
-polarized waves; and 3)
dipoles emit 75% of their
power into -waves. Since our exact approach makes use of
emission, total emission enhancement or
normalized
inhibition (emitter lifetime modifications) applies here relative
0.75, not unity. For simplicity, we call “power”
to
per dipole which may deviate here
the normalized power
from 0.75 due to the effect of optical environment.
as a
We calculated power extracted in all vacuum modes
as well as
function of reduced optical thickness
using an ad hoc thin damping
power in all guided modes
layer (see [7]). These powers are plotted in Fig. 1(a) for order
up to the microcavity regime limit defined in [1]
18. It appears that, as stated, total power per dipole
is modulated, even in such a moderate cavity. The rigorous
which
extraction coefficient
by not more than 15% except
generally differs from
is plotted on Fig. 1(b). Due to symmetry, only
for
(those with even profile
odd guided modes
in our notation) couple to dipoles.
or
arise each time a new FP
Striking increases in
mode appears at normal incidence. This increase starts before
resonance, when the Airy peak tail begins entering the escape
window. It continues as the peak fits well inside the escape
window and the resonant outside angle becomes off-normal.
Next, toward grazing outside incidence, it is more surprising
“saturates” instead of decreasing as the Airy peak
that
starts getting out of the escape window. But this is due
to the increased -reflectivities reaching 100% and allowing
to infinitely sharpen the Airy peak into a vanishing angular
window, a feature absent in [1].
Just after this situation, the FP mode turns to a new guided
abruptly swells
mode (cutoff condition) and guided power
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to the expense of outside power. Each such new guided
mode then goes through a maximum coupled power. This
behavior was pointed out a long time ago by Wittke for
spontaneous emission coupled to the fundamental guided mode
in double-heterostructure lasers [40], [20], [16]. This optimal
dipole-guided mode coupling results from a minimal extent of
field profile, hence a larger field amplitude per photon: the field
profile just above cutoff has extended tails that first shrink as
keeps increasing, allowing the mode/slab overlap to increase
toward unity and field amplitude at the source to grow. Beyond
this situation, as still increases, the width of the field profile
just follows this increase and coupling reduces again, naturally
making room for the next mode.
and
occur at differNote that extrema of
ent points of this cycle, following the balance of enhancement/inhibition of both categories of modes at a given optical
and at small orders
thickness. The strong modulation of
dampens at higher orders. On the right of the figure is the
microcavity regime limit: odd resonances occur no more in
narrow conditions but through one-half of cavity orders. In
between, even modes are resonant and both resonances would
start to coalesce if even modes were coupled. The microcavity
threshold for a centered source is apparently doubled here
because the symmetry halves the relevant optical
thickness.
Before turning to DBR-based cavities, let us give a hint
modes of the above
dipole:
of total emission in
there is also a succession of (TM) modes much like the
case, with one mode intercalated between each mode for
such a simple cavity. Tails of (TM) modes just above cutoff condition are far more extended than (TE) ones due to
the different field boundary condition. This results in a lower
coupling to the fundamental (TM) mode as pointed out by
Ho et al. [41] for excitons.
The same authors also noted a quite dramatic reduction
dipole emission in very thin layers of the vertical
polarized of course). They suggested important consequences
for extraction of isotropic dipoles: since extraction of vertical
basic
dipoles is almost zero in microcavities due to their
pattern, emission of vertical dipoles is a waste of power. Thus,
inhibition of overall emission from vertical dipoles (larger
lifetimes) is undoubtedly beneficial to extraction. Whether it
dipole emission will
can be achieved while enhancing
be discussed quantitatively below. Qualitatively and briefly,
and
dipoles can be
the large differences between
easily understood using image dipoles to capture the phase
of reflected waves: when the dipole is located at an antinode,
the field from the vertical dipole image is out-of-phase in
the horizontal emission plane, whereas in the converse
dipole case, it is of course in-phase, especially in the vertical
direction.

C. Asymmetric Cavities with DBR and Metal:
The Monochromatic Optimum
We may now combine the physical understanding gained
in [1] with the accurate predictive power of the complete
calculation to explore the important issue of extraction from

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Typical asymmetric microcavity LED structure with the schematic
extracted mode profile. (b) Emitted power angular pattern (both polarizations)
; nlo
and nmet
:
i
for an horizontal dipole in the case of nhi
and for p
0, 1, 2, and 3 DBR layer pairs. Total internal reflection angles
for outside index and nlo are indicated.

=

=3

=2

= 0 3+5

asymmetric microcavities with a DBR on one side and an
absorbing metal on the other side. We recognized in [1] the potential of this configuration: low cavity order and compatibility
of the DBR mirror with epitaxial growth of heterostructures.
Such an investigation is all the more prompted by the recent
success achieved in this field [8], [9], [13], [42]–[46], and the
large impact envisioned for LED devices.
To reduce the huge number of parameters of such a situation,
we assume that the source is not distributed, but unique,
cavity, just aside
located at the second antinode of a
from the DBR mirror (see Fig. 2) with normal incidence
nominal wavelength
. Such a short bare cavity gives of
course an upper estimate for extraction from larger ones. As
for distributed sources, the extraction is essentially convolved
by the mode profile, or equivalently by the position-dependent
essentially a standing wave varying like
antinode factor
. Extraction is thus at worst halved when sources
are evenly distributed across one or many half-wavelengths
[4], [34], [36], [47]. Cavity and substrate share the DBR
. We define as extracted all the power
high index medium
emitted in the substrate below critical angle with air
neglecting substrate absorption and assuming a standard
antireflection coating at the substrate–air interface.
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For extraction in epoxy
[2], [38], indices of
all dielectrics have to be scaled accordingly. However, the
frequent use in applications of the epoxy dome as a lens to
shape the LED beam is better achieved with a divergence
of 45 off-axis in epoxy. Then, from Snell’s law, since
45
1, requiring 45 maximum incidence in
1.5
epoxy amounts to require extraction in vacuum. Our essential
; 2) the DBR
MCLED parameters are: 1) the cavity index
; and 3) the lossy metal complex index
.
low index
Losses obviously limit extraction below the mode-counting
[1]. It turns out that for typical indices
prediction
of metals with good reflectivities such as gold and alloys in
the visible and near-infrared [48], the optimal extraction for
a perfectly monochromatic source corresponds to a moderate
.
degree of resonance, that is a reflectivity not far from
This is close to the boundary between regions A and D
of [1, Fig. 8]. This means that for typical spectral width
of a few percent (not above line
in [1, Fig. 8]),
the monochromatic configuration is still very close to the
a realistic value
optimum. Here we take
for noble metal-based contacts.
We actually optimize horizontal dipole monochromatic exfully taking lifetime effects into account
traction
for horizontal dipoles), just as in the previous
subsection: for a given structure we scan (reduced) wavelength
through resonance and determine extraction at the best wavefollows,
length. Optimization of the number of Bragg pair
couple. Typical successive angular
resulting in a
emission patterns at the best wavelength and increasing
from 1 to
are presented in Fig. 2(b) illustrating the FP
3 and
2. Here,
resonance build-up in the case
3 pairs only, metal losses become detrimental.
beyond
We present in Fig. 3 two contour maps for a useful part
plane with contours of data found when
of the
optimizing extraction of the structure of Fig. 2(a). In map
(a) are delineated regions where the optimal number of layer
. Solid contours show the optimized
pairs is
for the sole
dipole. These
monochromatic extractions
contour maps are to be compared to [1, Fig. 11] giving the results of the analytical approach for the same system. Let us first
region, close to the diagonal: in this
comment the small
is large and essentially scales like
. This reregion,
gion displays the steepest increase in extraction when starting
at fixed
. The crude approximations of cavity
from
neglecting
and the simplified
order
imply that extraction grows linearly with
rule
in this region. It is thus seen that Fig. 3 reproduces well the
trends found in [1] in the same region. This confirms our claim
that the analytical approach is relevant in the relatively small
limit
and is useful to establish the scaling laws
of microcavity LED’s. For very small index steps however,
one leaves the single-extractednamely when
mode microcavity regime toward a “meso-cavity regime”
evoked in [1, Appendix C]. Also, it is clearly interesting in this
case to consider a short DBR assisted by the Fresnel reflection
at the DBR–air (epoxy) interface (see [1, Section II-F]).
Turning to regions of larger index steps, a plateau in
extraction is reached typically for index steps ranging from
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Solid lines: contours of equal optimized extraction efficiency h
from a monochromatic horizontal h dipole in the structure of Fig. 2(a) in the
nlo ; nhi plane; dotted lines bound regions of given optimal number of DBR
pair, 2 pairs, 3 pairs, etc. (b) Same for an isotropic dipole.
layer pairs popt
Lifetimes are taken into account. Note that in in the nlo ; nhi plane, axis
nhi nlo
for average index nlo nhi = and index difference n
are at 45 .

(

)

=1
( +

()

)2

(

)
1 =(

0

)

-– . In this region, the number of pair
falls
from 5–7 to 2. Then, due to the use of simple pairs, one clearly
misses the optimal reflectivity especially at each of the
boundaries where reflectivity is too high on one side and too
low on the other side. The trend toward larger extraction at
larger index contrasts not only saturates in the region
but becomes eventually inverted when the low index tends
This is contrary to the
toward the outside one,
prediction of [1] where it was argued that a decrease in
subsequent to a larger
translates into a larger extraction at
given mirror losses. Reasons for this discrepancy are complex.
We calculated that even in the absence of losses, extraction
saturates for these large contrasts but that the decrease was
apparent as soon as very weak losses were present. Analysis
of these results showed that complex polarization effects arise
1. In particular, Brewster angles of TM modes
when
for the DBR low-index medium and the outside medium
become identical. It is thus difficult to build a TM resonance
at the desired oblique outside angles. Instead, TM resonance
and extraction are favored toward normal incidence whereas
TE extraction is best at grazing outside incidence (cf. the
slab case), so that at no wavelength can both extractions be
also plays a
simultaneously favored. The value of
role since it controls the fraction of field profile penetrating
into the metal layer when the mode is squeezed into a smaller
1. The full understanding of
effective cavity toward
these effects is, however, still unsatisfactory.
As for an isotropic emitter instead of a horizontal
dipole, the map of Fig. 3(b) parallels that of Fig. 3(a), and also
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. (a) Sketch of the angular distribution of the various modes. (b)–(d) Smoothed contours in the (nhi ; nlo ) plane of the fractions of emitted power:
(b) in the metal (n = 0:3 + 5i), (c) in guided modes, and (d) in leaky modes; the regions of given pair number popt = 1, 2, 3, and popt 4 are
outlined because they correspond to abrupt variations of these fractions.



takes lifetime effects of the
and
dipoles into account.
Trends are as follows: extraction from the sole vertical dipole
emission
is generally negligible due to its underlying
lifetimes effects are weak, so that
pattern. For small
with obvious notations,
the intuitive average,
holds.
and still more above, the
emission
But, for
rate vanishes.
rate (inverse lifetime) increases whereas the
thus recovers a value close to
since
In these regions,
emission of the vertical dipole tends to become a forbidden
channel. The peculiar choice of the source location, close to
the DBR, and the small bare cavity make this trend quite
strong here.
Light not extracted goes into three categories: guided modes,
leaky modes and metal absorption, as sketched in Fig. 4(a).
This latter takes place at angles of the escape cone, fed by the
resonant outside mode bouncing inside the cavity. We map
in
in Fig. 4(b)–(d) the fractions of total emitted power
these three categories at the optimum situation of Fig. 3(a),
as explained
taking lifetime effects into account
for, e.g., extracted and guided power in the slab case, but with
both polarizations here. This is still a monochromatic case
dipole. In these three maps, abrupt variations stem
and
values of optimized structures under
from the discrete

consideration. Regions where
1, 2, 3, and 4 are
delineated for this reason.
are rather
Trends for the guided mode fraction
different from the naive expectation drawn from the solid angle
where the DBR causes
subtended by the cone beyond
region (along the
total internal reflection. Only the small
varying like
dashed diagonal) displays the expected rise in
. But in a very wide region,
is around 30%,
1.
reaching 50% only close to
emitted in leaky modes displays compleThe fraction
increases,
mentary variations and rapidly decreases when
as predicted in [1, Appendix C]. It also exhibits a steady
where it typically
behavior in the intermediate regions of
amounts to 15%–25% of the emitted power. But there is no
1 in our definition
room for these modes when
since their angular range is squeezed between ranges of guided
and outside modes in this limit.
of emitted power absorbed into the
Finally, the fraction
metal (here below ) is seen to vary from a few percent
to 15%. The (largest) normal incidence reflection loss is
but concerns 20%–40%
typically 10% here
of emitted light (not guided, and on one side). The optimization
leads to avoiding the large losses that would result from too
strong reflectors and too many cavity round-trips: the
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Fig. 5. Cumulated fractions as a function of wavelength around resonance of
the power in the various channels: extracted, absorbed in the metal, in leaky
modes, and in guided modes as indicated. The dashed line in the absorbed part
separates the absorption occuring below and above the vacuum critical angle.

values clearly decrease across the boundaries of different
regions.
D. Asymmetric Cavities with DBR and Metal: Spectral Trends
In any resonance problem, the two main parameters are the
resonance position and its width. As for the resonance position,
a first “spectral” result of the optimization procedure is the
and the
detuning between the Bragg central wavelength
: we start with the
optimized wavelength for extraction,
at normal incidence and find a negatively
cavity resonant at
. The results
detuned optimal extraction wavelength
correspond to the simple trend of [1, eq. (10)], i.e., a resonance
–
in the middle of the escape window
strongly shifted only for small cavity indices.
The most interesting aspect for the extraction issue is
resonance linewidth. A typical plot of superposed fractions
as a function of reduced wavelength
is
3 and
2. The
shown in Fig. 5 for a cavity with
extraction resonance is clearly visible. The trends of leaky
modes to increase at short wavelengths was explained in [1,
Appendix C] as due to the resonant mode angle evolving
and spanning through leaky mode
beyond critical angle
angles. As for guided modes, we have qualitatively the same
phenomenon due to a new mode as for the simple slab:
the resonant extracting mode is forbidden
at
(below its cutoff). Toward shorter wavelengths, the cutoff of
and the new resonant mode
this mode is crossed
imposes a different power distribution favoring extraction
to the expense of guided modes. At wavelengths around
the power in this new mode is directed toward
increasing angles and spans the swelling leaky modes. For still
guided modes tend back to
shorter wavelengths,
.
their level at
Cavities optimized for monochromatic extraction may nevertheless successfully extract a sizable range around this
optimized wavelength. In Fig. 6, we used a simple model to
calculate the wavelength-integrated extraction of sources as a
in the case
function of their natural own spectral width
of optimized cavities with an emitting medium index
3 and various illustrative DBR low indices
from 1 to 2.8,

Fig. 6. Wavelength-integrated extraction from a source of Gaussian natural
profile as a function of its relative spectral width at half-maximum for a system
3 and the indicated low indices nlo
2.8,
with a given high index nhi
2.5, 2, 1.5, 1. The respective optimized number of layer pairs used in each
case are 10, 6, 3, 2, 1.

=

=

this latter at the edge of the microcavity regime. We assumed
a Gaussian spectral profile for the source as well as for the
cavity extraction versus wavelength and refer to the width at
half-maximum. It is seen that for the wavelength-integrated,
half of the maximum monochromatic extraction is preserved
up to a natural spectral width largely in excess of 10% in all
between 1.5 and 2.5,
cases, about 15% for the low indices
1, which appears as a good solution
and about 20% for
for emitters with very large spectral widths. Let us notice,
however, that the limiting factor is the threshold relative width
found in [1, Appendix B]. Here, this threshold
width of 5.6% defines the shoulder position of the five curves
of Fig. 6. The use of epoxy instead of air as the output medium
to the much more comfortable value of 12.5%. This
raises
leaves the possibility to benefit from microcavities also for
long-wavelength strongly pumped light-emitting diodes where
may reach 15% (see Section IV).
To give a general map of the data of Fig. 6 is, however,
not quite meaningful because it relies on the arbitrary choice
of a source profile, Gaussian here. One may define with
more generality a “relative wavelength shift tolerance”
rather than a linewidth. It applies to the case of a
relatively narrow source whose central wavelength varies due
to temperature, for example, or other physical effects. We
define this quantity as the range over which monochromatic
extraction is maintained over 50% of the optimal (monochromatic) extraction, as suggested by the inset of Fig. 7, in
which a contour map of these values is given in the same
plane as above. Of course, since we do not consider
is quite
here wavelength-integrated quantities, this width
narrower than the width of Fig. 6 above, typically by a factor
4%–20% across the studied region.
0.7. It varies from
Results follow again the trends of Section II, with a spectral
decreasing at large
tolerance varying like
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(

)

Fig. 7. Smoothed contours in the nlo ; nhi plane showing the relative
wavelength shift tolerance = for which the extraction is maintained to
over 50% of its peak value (scheme of the inset). Again, regions where popt
1, 2, 3, etc., are outlined.

1

=

indices. Spectral tolerance is also rather broader for large index
1, due to the better phase behavior of the DBR
contrast
mirror, as in Fig. 6.
Details of emission diagrams, study of other metal indices,
optimization with spectral width, aperture, polarization constraints, etc., will be discussed elsewhere. In the next section,
we deal with the photon recycling phenomena which mainly
concerns guided modes and leaky modes.
III. ENHANCEMENT FROM PHOTON RECYCLING AND
EXTRACTION FOR SOME REAL SEMICONDUCTOR SYSTEMS
A. Interest of Photon Recycling with
Microcavity-Based Sources
It was recently demonstrated that in a very high-quality
semiconductor, the mechanism of photon recycling could lead
to a dramatic overall extraction efficiency (72%) in spite
of the modest 2% bare extraction efficiency [14]. In this
mechanism, emitted light undergoes as many reabsorption and
reemission cycles as necessary in the active layer, of the order
of fifty cycles in the work mentioned [14] where the photon
randomly samples momentum phase space until a favorable
angle is found. It is, however, difficult to practically design
an electrically pumped device based on this extreme example,
which requires material with an internal quantum efficiency
(radiative recombination probability) over 99.5% due to the
poor escape probability per cycle. Sustaining so many cycles of
reabsorption and reemission translates into a demand not only
for a large internal radiative recombination quantum efficiency
of the active layer, but also for negligible losses at metallic
interfaces (removed beneath a silica optical layer in [14]), for a
device large enough to accomodate the lateral spread intrinsic
to the “radiative diffusion” process, etc., notwithstanding a
low-speed penalty.
By strongly enhancing the escape probability per cycle (the
nominal extraction calculated above, which will be termed
), microcavities greatly relieve all these demands and
here
lead to far more practical device designs where the beneficial

Fig. 8. Extraction efficiency as a function of the internal efficiency QE in
an ideal case of recycling of all nonextracted light (scheme of the inset) on
a log–log scale for different values of the extraction per cycle 
pc : the
values 2% and 4% are representative of a standard device whereas 20% and
40% are for a microcavity emitter.

=

mechanism of recycling may push the overall extraction in the
50% range. To make this point more quantitative, we plotted in
Fig. 8 results of the simplest model one can devise to evaluate
how effective are the larger extractions per cycle attained with
microcavities in relieving the demand on internal quantum
efficiency. In this model, as pictured in the inset, a fraction
of injected carriers does undergo radiative redenoted
combination (rectangle), with the remainder fraction
undergoing nonradiative processes. In this simplified model,
or induce
photons can only escape (with probability
), which
new carriers by reabsorption (with probability
then undergo similar events, no photon being truly lost. It is
trivial to sum the series and find that the effective extraction,
of injected carriers converted into outside
i.e., the fraction
photons simply reads
(1)
This quantity is plotted in Fig. 8 on a log–log scale as a
for four values of
: smaller ones,
2%
function of
and 4%, are typical of “bare” systems without microcavities,
20% and 40%, are typical of
whereas larger ones,
extraction-optimized microcavity sources. It clearly appears
that for the two smaller cases (open dots), reaching, e.g.,
50% requires very large quantum efficiencies, here over 98%
and 96%. The demand diminishes to a far more reasonable
level for microcavity-type emitters, where it amounts to
61% and 83% (solid dots), much closer to typical quantum
efficiencies of industrially produced semiconductor layers (say,
80%–90% [49]).
B. Photon Recycling in Microcavity-Based Systems
Recycling is to be considered for both guided and leaky
modes. Both modes experience some losses in the very emitting layer, a loss mechanism that was not taken into account
above chiefly because it leads to recycling.
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Besides, for guided modes, the absorption coefficient is
large only for thick unpumped active layer. It is relatively
low in the converse and common situation of thin or strongly
pumped layers near transparency: for an active layer consisting
of a few quantum wells, the absorption coefficient becomes
where is the mode confinement factor [16],
essentially
[20] and may be a few percent per quantum well. In this case,
losses “per round trip” are very weak and could be safely
.
neglected in the above calculation of
Recycling can, however, be maintained at a large level
for guided modes even under such conditions if no other
mechanisms such as metal losses compete to dissipate the
optical power of guided modes. A lengthscale of the order of
tens of microns is typical of guided mode absorption length,
which justifies that they were neglected when studying the
one-step extraction mechanism.
In principle, it is possible to recycle as well some part of
leaky modes. But the picture for these modes is not so clearcut: for a metal bounded structure, leaky modes have a larger
interaction with the metal layer and are more prone to be
dissipated in the metal than guided modes. For dielectric DBR
mirrors on both sides, these modes could be irreversibly lost in
the semiconductor substrate unless the cavity stack is lift-off
and deposited on a low-index (silica) substrate, which allows
total reflexion of most of the leaky modes back into the cavity.
Therefore, we can only rely on the single-pass reabsorption of
leaky modes as a worst-case method of recycling.
If we want to compare this situation with that without
recycling, we can, to avoid too many details, limit ourselves
obtained for
to the calculation of the effective extraction
100% internal quantum efficiency and for a known coefficient
for recycling of guided modes and leaky modes: assuming that
and
of the power emitted into guided
fractions
modes and leaky modes, respectively, are reabsorbed in the
active layer, it is straightforward to modify the above formula
by noting that the reinjected light is a fraction
of total power, where we recall that
and
are
the fractions of power emitted in the corresponding modes.
then reads
The sum of the series for
(2)
the extraction of optimized
In Fig. 9, we inject for
asymmetric LED structures of Section II-C (monochromatic
case, horizontal dipole) to plot contour maps of the resulting
in the usual
plane for two
effective extraction
illustrative situations, chosen as monochromatic for simplicity:
in Fig. 9(a), a very favorable recycling is assumed, where
0.8 and
0.3, i.e., most of the guided modes
are recycled, and in Fig. 9(b) a more pessimistic case,
0.5 and
0.0 (no recycling of leaky modes). Again,
this yields an upper estimate since factors such as radiative
quantum efficiency, excitation of vertical dipoles, and finite
linewidth are neglected.
The results show that even in the pessimistic assumption of
Fig. 9(b), moderate index steps are sufficient to reach effective
extractions close to 40%, and larger steps ensure 50% around
3. Of course, the optimistic assumption of Fig. 9(a)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Smoothed contours of extraction efficiency with recycling. (a) Eighty
percent of guided modes and thirty percent of leaky modes are recycled. (b)
Only 50% of guided modes are recycled.

brings up impressive performances, often over 60% extraction.
If such an efficient recycling can indeed be realized (and there
is no major physical reason why it could not), it is likely that
the overall electron–photon efficiency of the device would still
remain close to 50% even with the adverse factors mentioned
above. Finally, the device response time is certainly slowed
down by the recycling phenomenon, typically by the same
factor as in (2). We may readily notice that this penalty is not
more than a factor of two for microcavities, which is eventually
much less than it would be starting from a low-extraction
device because less recycling is intrinsically needed. Because
high-speed LED’s also raise the linewidth and injection-level
issues, the rest of this discussion is in Section III-C.
C. Results for Existing LED Materials Systems and Discussion
In this section, we select a few among the main optoelectronic semiconductors that can be used for LED’s and
discuss what extraction performances can be expected at room
temperature (RT) in view of their indices, linewidth, etc. A
first broad classification concerns the natural linewidth. The
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TABLE I
SOME EXISTING SEMICONDUCTOR SYSTEMS FOR LED’S, THEIR BANDAGAP ENERGIES (WAVELENGTHS), INDICES OF EMITTER, INDEX DIFFERENCE OF DBR’S,
RELATIVE SPECTRAL WIDTH AT ROOM TEMPERATURE, SOME TIMES FOR VARIOUS SUB-CASES, WITH THE REFERENCE FOR SPECTRAL DATA

naive approximation based on a mere Boltzmann distribution
is often too
of injected carriers in ideal bands,
crude for real structures that feature rather broader linewidth.
However, it is clear that long-wavelength systems (1.3 and
1.55 m and beyond) typically feature linewidths close to 10%
which exceed by as much as a factor of two the threshold
found in [1, Appendix B]. Then
relative width
extraction roughly falls below the monochromatic optimal
(see the example of Fig. 6,
value by the same factor
is 5.5%).
where
Table II summarizes typical indices, index steps (see references below), bandgap energy, and natural linewidth of electroluminescence at RT of a number of III–V and II–VI semiconductor systems ranging from the ultraviolet-blue wavelength range to the midinfrared range. Let us discuss briefly
linewidth issues in each system.
Starting with the III–V nitrides [21]–[26], we find that
the linewidth is good (2.6%) for the UV electroluminescence
(380 nm), but appreciably degrades for blue emission ( 4%
at 450 nm), (our choice for this system) and still more for
green emission (7% at 510 nm). The next III–V system
is AlInGaP, for which very efficient transparent-substrate
LED’s already exist, called “high-brightness LED’s,” although
light is extracted by the sides of the chip [28], [9]. There,
electroluminescence is narrowest (2%) at 550 nm thanks to the
absence of doping but degrades to 3% at 625 nm, for the most
luminous red LED’s, for which doping is needed. The most
classical III–V system is (GaAl)As, [15]–[18], [20]. Addition
of indium in the wells allows up to 1- m wavelengths. We
retained the parameters of the important near-infrared range for
free-space applications (850–900 nm typically, where cheap
Si photodiodes are best) for which the large index contrast
is retained. The linewidth
is
of AlAs–GaAs
in air. The case of
typically 4%–5%, close to the limit
3%
670-nm LED’s based on AlGaAs, with a linewidth
As ternaries. These suffer
[19], makes use of Al-rich Al Ga
and can therefore be
from a lower index contrast

AND

treated for microcavity prospects as the AlInGaP materials in
a first approach.
The long-wavelength phosphide-based quaternaries grown
on InP (1.3 and 1.55 m) [16]–[18], of importance for fiberbased and eye-safe applications, offer less obvious prospects,
because they combine low refractive index contrast (
0.2–0.25) and linewidths of 80–120 nm: these latter broaden
with increasing injection level, which is often used to improve
the LED’s speed parameters, as discussed below.
ZnSe-based II–VI’s [30]–[33] have been included as potential green sources, although the recent successes of nitrides
rather jeopardize them. It is not clear whether their linewidth
at 500 nm could be an advantage in this competition. As
far as II–VI are concerned, we also included HgCdTe-based
far-infrared emitters ( 4 m) [50]. In the proposed systems,
the index difference comes from the need of lattice-matched
growth within 1% or so.
Fig. 10(a) gives in the same order their monochromatic extraction for isotropic dipole, [cf. maps of Fig. 3(b)] compared
. Fig. 10(b) gives
to the far mirror no-loss case
again this no-cavity reference but takes into account natural
linewidth as in Fig. 6, which translates into lower extraction
than the monochromatic optimum. In the two left bars of each
system, an isotropic dipole was assumed.
dipole, yielding intrinIn the two right bars, a horizontal
sically more extraction, was chosen. It is predominant in the
electron–heavy-hole recombination of many III–V quantumwell materials [9], [16], [51]. The two estimates are: 1)
without recycling and 2) with 70% recycling of guided modes
an assumption intermediate be
tween the estimates (a) and (b) of Fig. 9.
The results of Fig. 10 are intended as guidelines since the
particular cavity size, metal losses, etc., do not necessarily correspond tightly to realistic configurations due to technological
factors others than the considered lattice-matching issue. But
the choice of, e.g., losses and cavity size is an intermediate one,
useful as a starting point. Namely, not much can be gained in
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Compared extraction performances. (a) Comparison of extraction
for the various systems of Table II with a cavity and with just a far
mirror (factor of two over bare extraction) at the best wavelength and for
isotropic dipole. (b) Extraction taking into account the spectral width at
room temperature for, respectively, isotropic dipole, the horizontal dipole,
and the horizontal dipole with recycling of 70% of guided modes only. The
far-mirror extraction has been kept for reference. For the long-wavelength
systems labeled (3); narrow spectra are often desired, which, compared to the
no-cavity case, would lead to better performances.

terms of cavity size. As for metal losses, they typically amount
to 10% of emitted power. Although metallic reflection tends
to improve toward the infrared, technological requirements on
contacts may lead to the use of quite poor metallic systems,
with large absorption as well as some roughness. This would
lead to consider a DBR, or a hybrid DBR–metal stack as
the back mirror. At the other end of the spectrum, at blue
wavelengths, this may also be the case due to the large losses
of any metal in this case.
Also, packaging in epoxy would give increased figures. In
which can be
particular, it raises the threshold linewidth
well extracted from the range 4%–7% to the range 9%–14%
which is crucial to long-wavelength emitting diodes (
1.3 m and beyond), all the more if they are strongly pumped.
This has to be studied separately, since fiber-coupling is often
an additional issue in these systems. In general, an applicationwise evaluation depends on the chosen photometric figure of
merit, a choice which cannot be easily generalized. Hence,
we chose extraction to air (and to a lesser extent brightness,
see [1, Section II-E]) as a testbed of crucial figures of merits
to illustrate the potential of microcavities in improving light
emitters.
It clearly appears in Fig. 10 that the index difference of the
DBR side is the crucial parameter in determining performance
improvements. The long-wavelength systems labeled with
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also suffer in terms of total extraction from the fundamental
limits of planar microcavity resonators as discussed in [1,
Section II-E] and Section II-D here: for a relative speconly a part of the spectrum
tral width exceeding
is resonantly extracted, leading to a decreased wavelengthintegrated extraction performance. The cavity’s own spectral
width, Fig. 7, is a basic measure of this phenomenon, a more
exact result being the full spectral profile pictured in Fig. 5.
We insisted above on the impact of epoxy packaging in
relieving this index-limited cavity linewidth. But the natural
spectral narrowing of extracted light from microcavity LED’s
(RCLED’s [36], [52]–[54]) is indeed welcome for the specific
needs of optical fiber links, where it increases the transmission
range by reducing the limiting chromatic dispersion [36], [55].
Thus, for these applications, one should at least consider
which easily reaches the
the monochromatic extraction
20%–30% range, making electrooptic conversion coefficients
closer to those of lasers. The relevant figure of merit for this
application is rather the ratio of extraction to relative spectral
. It is far more improved than integrated
width, i.e.,
extraction due to the strong wavelength selectivity achieved by
an ideal cavity observed within the typical numerical aperture
which reads
and
of a fiber
is typically a few tenths of a percent for an ideal resonator.
A last discussion is required to take into account speed
requirements. First, it is clear that recycling slows down the device response by an amount equal to the gain in the extraction
of (2), not a large factor in general. This means that in spite of
an apparent lower cutoff frequency, the absolute differential
at frequency above the cutoff frequency
efficiency
(single response time) is not much modified by recycling, at
least in the region of response-time limited performance where
varies like
. The frequency response curve of a
device is increased by recycling only below this cutoff but
lines up with the response of a no-recycling system above this
frequency. Hence, in spite of an apparent lower cutoff, there is
no penalty in having some recycling at high speed. Next, let us
discuss the possible compromise that arise between linewidth
and bandwidth if speeds close to the gigabit per second rate
are required: then, strong pumping of the diode structure is
essential to reach high filling factors in the bands and reduce
the spontaneous emission lifetime. This band filling has two
effects: it brings the active layers closer to transparency and
reduces correspondingly the recycling phenomenon. At the
same time, it broadens the emitted spectrum, up to values
as large as 0.2 eV if no special care is taken. This broad
linewidth limits the benefit of microcavities by exceeding in
. To optimize a device,
many configurations the limit
it is critical in such cases that band engineering is carried
out to produce a large speed (large filling factor, basically),
without excessive broadening. This optimization is analogous
to that made to optimize gain with minimal carrier density
in laser structures (SCH, GRINSCH) and can be based on
the wealth of models devised for existing structures. The
coupling of such an electronic modeling of LED’s with the
present extraction modeling is probably required to attain
the best linewidth/bandwidth compromise in these demanding
conditions.
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IV. CONCLUSION
By using an exact approach to the extraction cofficient of
light from microcavity emitters, we could take into account
the vector nature of light (dipole orientations and polarization
effects) and Fresnel reflection coefficient as well as lifetime
effects which depend on dipole orientation, etc. We calculated extraction per cycle for a typical emitter configuration
with a metal mirror on one side and a DBR on the other
identified as a useful
side for any pair of indices
compromise in Part I [1]. The good agreement between
is made clear
both approaches at low index contrast
by comparing the maps of Fig. 3 in this paper with that
of [1, Fig. 10]. This confirms that the effective cavity order
taking into account DBR penetration, is the prominent
in
factor determining monochromatic extraction as
such microcavities. The studied asymmetric configuration is
intended as a general starting point for further optimization.
and
We optimized here the relative emitting wavelength
the number of DBR pairs. We calculated how emitted power is
shared among the various channels (outside, leaky, and guided
modes, metal absorption). Spectral trends in this optimal case
have been given from various points of view: evolution of
monochromatic extraction with detuning, extraction from a
Gaussian natural source, cavity extraction own’s linewidth.
of the source tends to
As a general rule, spectral width
diminish the benefit of microcavity for extraction only beyond
4%–6% typically.
the material’s intrinsic value
Using data from this configuration, the welcome effect of
photon recycling was evaluated. It was shown that large extractions can be obtained in microcavity light emitters with much
less demand on internal quantum efficiency. Trends for real
systems at room temperature have been deduced, noting that
requirement of spectral narrowing instead of overall extraction
can lead to different conclusions depending on the application.
Figures suggest that extraction of the order of 30%–50% can
be realized in many systems, especially with the help of
photon recycling. Thus, in all cases where LED’s have the
adequate frequency and spectral response, they appear at many
wavelengths as possible contender’s of vertical-cavity surfaceemitting lasers (VCSEL’s) in terms of efficiency, in particular
in the low-cost end of the optoelectronic device spectrum,
since requirements on a device based on spontaneous emission
are as a rule far less stringent than those of devices based on
stimulated emission (lasers and amplifiers). We thus foresee
that a new generation of light emitters with semiconductors or
other materials could stem from microcavity concepts.
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